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Abstract — In this paper we introduce text categorization methods to address the classification problem of literature containing 
Quantitative Trait Locus, QTL information. Our work focused on building an automatic categorization system targeting the QTL 
information of various species based on Support Vector Machines, SVM. A text representation strategy is proposed combining 
words and phrases that effectively improve the classification accuracy. Through studying literature containing QTL information 
and other species-related publications, we determined representative phrases and detected abbreviations in order to form another 
set of features. Together with the words selected by Chi value, the two sets of features were both used to represent text samples. We 
employed a portion of particular species’ QTL-related literature data to conduct an experiment regarding the system’s 
construction, and then tested our system using the data of multiple plants and species. The experiment results indicate that our 
work may help further research on constructing QTL information databases. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Rapid increases in biological knowledge have created the 
problem of precise information retrieval. Text mining 
technology has been proposed to solve this issue because it 
can extract information from considerable amounts of data 
effectively and efficiently. Various text-mining techniques 
have been applied during the construction process of many 
biology databases, text categorization being the most 
significant technique. Quantitative Trait Locus (QTL) is 
genetic information that refers to the location of the genes 
that control the organism’s quantitative traits in the genome; 
there are a number of databases with the integrated QTL 
information from a particular species. However, most of 
these databases collect QTL information from literature 
published through human recognition, which has several 
drawbacks. First, human collection indicates limited focus, 
which narrows the coverage of those databases. As a 
consequence many magazines and other works might be 
overlooked. Another fact is that manual work requires time, 
which leads to low efficiency and a long renewal cycle. The 
database storing QTL information about specific species is 
not popular, which will exacerbate the influences of the 
above factors.  

In this paper we introduce text categorization methods 
into the classification problem of literature containing QTL 

information. Since the publications we are interested in 
comprise only a small amount of the total corpus, our 
classification task is based on imbalanced data. 

We conducted work related to building an automatic 
categorization system targeting the QTL information of 
various species based on SVM.  

We compared previous resampling methods to solve the 
problem of imbalanced data, combining them with different 
SVM kernel functions to come up with an applicable 
solution. The experiments were performed in order to choose 
the parameters of the SVM in the categorization system. 

We have proposed a text representation strategy to 
combine words and phrases that effectively improve 
classification accuracy. By studying literature containing 
QTL information and other species-related publications, we 
determined representative phrases and their abbreviations to 
form another set of features. Together with the words 
selected by the Chi value, both sets of features are used to 
represent text samples. 

We employed a part of a particular species’ QTL-related 
literature data to conduct an experiment regarding system 
construction, and then we tested our system using the data of 
multiple plant and animal species.  

We believe that our effort will help further the research 
regarding the construction of QTL information databases. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

The exponentially increasing trend of biological 
publications has exacerbated information retrieval problems. 
Doug et al. pointed out that the data avalanche that occurred 
in such biological works were a collaboration of all parties, 
including researchers, curators, and journals to regularize the 
work of bio-curation [1]. Since then there have been 
accomplishments that have made better use of online data; 
among these the intervention of data mining technologies is 
the most effective mode of handling such a great magnitude 
of data and has been widely used in recent years. Because 
they are obtaining information that may not be directly 
available, researchers usually need to search manually for 
data, which is time consuming. Text mining techniques 
handle the problem. Qi Wei and Nigel Collier conducted a 
comparison analysis gauging the performance of eight text 
mining models on classifying papers containing data relating 
to three species; the experiment’s results indicate that the 
two most effective models are naïve Bayes and the 
conditional random field method [2]. Bretonnel Cohen 
concluded that the application of text mining methods in 
translational bioinformatics should include theories, methods, 
metrics, and tasks [3]. Hirschman described the workflow of 
using text mining in bio-curation by interviewing various 
bio-curators and taking note of their detailed requirements 
[4]. It points out that text triage is a fundamental step for bio-
curation and any following biological research. Auken 
introduced three different workflows for three different 
databases [5]. One of them, WormBase, employed SVM as 
its triage tool. WormBase first removes papers irrelevant to 
the objective data types, and then uses SVM to further 
classify the papers according to their research contents. They 
trained 9 SVM with curated full text papers for each data 
type, and every two weeks classified the new papers that 
were acquired. Ruihua Fang developed a categorization 
system based on SVM in order to classify ten different data 
types for WormBase; the system achieved stable high 
performance. 

However, there are other reported studies regarding the 
categorization of literature containing QTL information. As 
long as imbalanced data problems are a common 
characteristic of bio-curation, only a few of the bio-curation 
processes have undergone specific modifications, likely 
because there is usually a manual filtering process before the 
triage. 

The solutions for imbalance have been proposed in the 
computer science field for quite some time, but the 
application to bio-curation is new. The solutions generally 
solve the problem from two perspectives: the data level and 
the algorithm level [6]. The data level refers to the re-
sampling methods, oversampling, and under-sampling. There 
are many algorithms used to address oversampling and 
under-sampling, such as the methods we employed in our 
paper [7]. Other resampling methods include a combination 
with boosting strategies and clustering algorithms. 
Algorithmic level solutions usually adjust the cost of 
misclassifying the samples or adjust the decision threshold. 

III. PROBLEM AND SOLUTION 

The publications regarding QTL have increased 
tremendously in recent years given such significant potential 
for research. Through the study of literature containing QTL 
information, researchers can discover relationships between 
different QTLs or develop valuable new hypotheses based on 
previously published analyses. Currently many QTL 
databases store QTL information with references for 
particular species. However, the literature in these databases 
have been carefully examined and identified manually, a 
time consuming process that cannot keep up with the latest 
developments and trends in technology. Additionally, 
limitations involving a fixed number of magazines will block 
the examination of other meaningful research work, thus 
restraining the scope of those databases. The hysteresis and 
incompleteness of databases further impedes comprehensive 
analysis and research. 

For example, the genetic soybean database, SoyBase, is a 
comprehensive repository of soybean related genetics, 
genomics and other information. We tracked down the 
references tagged to QTLs in the database via the entrance of 
QTL offered by the web page. The total number is 244. Also, 
because PubMed is a free search engine, it does not provide 
data resources with more detailed classifications of organism 
biological information like QTL; we searched PubMed using 
the key words “soybean+qtl,” which resulted in 133 articles 
on soybean QTL research. There is an overlap of 48 pieces 
of research between these two datasets, which means both 
databases do not cover the whole scope of the research area. 
It seems that SoyBase and PubMed only recruit publications 
that researchers pay close attention to, which means some 
publications might be included by only one of the two 
databases, like Breed Science and Crop Science, which leads 
to both databases being incomplete [8]. Papers containing 
QTL information may appear in more and more online 
publications without being included in any database, which 
could aggravate the problem. Additionally, the search result 
from PubMed is unsatisfactory because, while 133 of 167 
papers in the result actually contain QTL research 
information, some relevant papers exist in the database but 
do not appear in the result, like paper. The distribution of the 
papers in the two databases is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Distribution of the papers 
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Since the classification of literature containing QTL 
information is not readily available, a more effective and 
comprehensive method is required to allow for automatically 
classifying massive online publications and accurately 
locating those containing QTL information. Researchers may 
then utilize these corpora to perform research or build new 
online databases in line with their interests. 

It would be natural to turn to text mining methods to 
accomplish the automatic selection of publications, because 
these methods would accelerate the information retrieval 
process, making it more precise.  

Classification algorithm support vector machines (SVM) 
were chosen because of their adaptability and stable high 
performance in previous studies by other researchers. The 
SVM algorithm is considered to be one of the most suitable 
algorithms for the supervised machine learning methods used 
in text classification. Although the algorithm has a relatively 
slow convergence speed and requires considerable storage 
resources and computing power, its hyperplane model, which 
possesses high generalization capabilities, effectively 
overcomes the problems of sample distributions, feature 
redundancy and over-fitting. Experiments have shown that 
SVM has an overall advantage when compared to other 
algorithms on results and stability[9].  

Our chief goal is to select papers containing QTL 
information from the many thousands of papers related to the 
same species. 

To find a training dataset for SVM, we used literature 
relating to the soybean. We analyzed the literature on 
PubMed; the outcome is shown in Table 1. 

TABLE I DOCUMENTS NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

 
Publications 

number about 
soybean/year 

Publications 
number about 

soybean qtl/year 
2012 2009 26 
2011 1904 21 
2010 1839 28 
2009 1634 19 
2008 1666 11 
2007 1590 11 
2006 1467 10 
2005 1359 5 
2004 1368 6 
2003 1218 2 
Total 16054 139 

 
According to the data, the number of publications 

containing QTL information generally comprises 1 percent 
of the whole corpora, although that proportion has increased 
in recent years. The total number is small compared to the 
complete number of publications. As such, it is clear our 
categorization problem is based on imbalanced data.  

The imbalance problem is common in biological data 
classifications. Traditional classifiers will experience 
accuracy deterioration; without any modifications, traditional 
classifiers treat all samples equally and pursue an overall 
high accuracy for both classes. In actuality we pay much 
more attention to minor classes, like the literature related to 
QTL information, and we can tolerate discarding papers 

misclassified as QTL-related instead of relevant papers 
misclassified as unrelated. There are several aspects relevant 
to relieving the influence of imbalanced data: the data level, 
the feature selection level, and the algorithm level. For the 
purposes of this work, our focus is on the data level. 

Resampling methods are commonly used in the data level; 
in the training phase, various sampling methods are 
examined before choosing the ones that return the most 
representative samples to turn the imbalanced dataset into a 
balanced dataset. Resampling methods are generally divided 
into two categories: oversampling and under-sampling. An 
oversampling method replicates or synthesizes the sample 
from a minor class to the same number of samples in a major 
class. The under-sampling method only chooses the same 
number of samples from the major class as in the minor class. 
In this paper we have conducted a comparison of several 
resampling strategies between our datasets and have chosen 
the one that cooperates best with SVM under these 
circumstances. 

Feature selection is important in text classification; in 
text categorization tasks, these features are words. Through 
various measurements, features are ranked according to their 
relevance or their contribution to the system. Comparatively 
important features are selected and text samples are 
represented under these features. There are many ways to 
evaluate the features’ significance; for example, information 
gain (IG), document frequency (DF), and mutual information 
(MI). We chose the most commonly used text representation 
model, the Vector Space Model, which represents text 
samples according to feature frequency, and the CHI value to 
select features. 

It is important to note a number of abbreviations appear 
in biological literature; we detected them, merged the 
frequency of occurrence for the same abbreviations, and 
added them as new features. Because these abbreviations 
definitely hold the same meaning the separated words, if they 
appeared a significant number of times in the dataset, it is 
more reasonable to consider them as an independent unit 
than to calculate their respective weights. The improvement 
of performance is clear, see in section. 

In addition, we have made use of expert opinion to list 
the phrases usually employed in QTL research publications, 
and have merged the feature set with that list. We have taken 
them into consideration because according to expert opinion 
these are phrases typically used in their associated 
publications. The words alone may have no specific meaning, 
or may have other meanings altogether, which could weaken 
the distinguishing effect those words should have. 

Since we chose SVM as our classifier, there are many 
choices to make because there are many models and 
parameters associated with that classifier. SVM is based on 
VSM, and it maps the multi-dimensional vector to a high 
dimensional space in order to find a hyperplane to 
differentiate the vectors of the two classes. The mapping 
process employs a kernel function to simplify the calculation. 
There are 4 common kernel functions: linear kernel, RBF 
kernel, polynomial kernel and sigmoid kernel. There are no 
criteria to decide the best kernel function, or their specialties, 
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thus we performed out experiment to determine the most 
suitable kernel function for use in the system. 

With respect to different kernel functions, there are 
specific parameters to decide. There are also many 
optimization algorithms with which to find the best 
parameters; for example, grid searches, genetic algorithms, 
and particle swarm optimization. Each algorithm has its 
particular advantage; for example, a grid search is simple and 
fast: it searches the best value from lower ranges to higher 
ranges with a fixed bootstrap increased every time. Genetic 
algorithms and particle swarm algorithms are bionic 
algorithms and search the optimization solution through their 
own transportation regulations. Our experiment compared 
the performance of these three algorithms and 
comprehensively considered the runtime, the code 
complexity, and the performance in order to make a final 
decision. 

After we constructed the system and performed 
experiments to decide all components and parameters, we 
classified three corpora: soybean literature, the assembled 
corpora comprised of multiple plant literature and a 
combination of literature relating to multiple animals. We 
wanted to show that our system can automatically classify a 
large volume of literature containing QTL soybean 
information, and also are extensible to other species.  

IV. METHODS 

A. Dataset 

SoyBase is the genetic soybean database of USDA-ARS; 
it is a comprehensive online database restoring the genetics 
and genomics of the soybean under highly standardized 
management. The database contains the latest genetic maps 
and corresponding quantitative trait loci and qualitative trait 
loci. The quantitative trait loci (QTL) represent more than 18 
years of QTL mapping of more than 90 unique traits. We 
used the entrance to QTL on the website, tracked all the traits 
and downloaded all the references’ abstracts and titles, and 
obtained 244 papers. 

PubMed is a general authoritative biomedical database 
using MEDLINE as its main data resource and containing 
other literature prior to publication. This database refreshes 
quickly and contains over 23 million citations for biomedical 
literature from MEDLINE, life science journals, and online 
books. We performed a search in PubMed using the 
keywords “soybean+qtl” and obtained 183 papers, of which 
167 papers were confirmed as containing QTL information. 
In these 167 papers, 48 papers overlapped with papers 
downloaded from SoyBase. However, there are 17 papers in 
the SoyBase dataset that exist in PubMed, but cannot be 
searched using the keywords mentioned above. Therefore the 
small overlap between the two databases indicates that both 
databases are incomplete. As for PubMed, 17 papers were 
wrongly returned as relevant, and at least 16 relevant papers 
were not included in the search results, explaining the 
ineffectiveness of the search mechanism. 

Gramene is a comprehensive genetic database focused on 
plants, integrating genetic information, including genetic and 
physical maps, sequences, and proteins. Gramene contains 

QTL information for 11 plant species including maize, oats, 
and wheat; meanwhile Gramene does not contain 
information about soybeans. Gramene is the largest rice QTL 
online database. According to the information offered by the 
website, we downloaded all references of QTL grouped by 
species, the total number of which is 257. 

Animal QTL db is an online database initially storing 
QTL information for porcine references only. Now it has 
become a database offering data about all published QTL 
information on many species, including cattle, chickens, and 
pigs. We downloaded these relevant references as well, 
grouped by species, shown in Table 2. 

The content we downloaded consists of the papers’ titles 
and abstracts, which are free and easily accessed. To train 
our SVM model, we used the papers mentioned above as 
positive samples and downloaded publications in the same 
form for the same species as negative samples. 

TABLE II DATA DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMAL QTL DB 

Species Number of references 
cattle 404 
chicken 191 
pig 353 
Rainbow trout 10 
sheep 90 

 

B. Workflow 

The workflow of our experiment is shown in Figure 2. 
We first download all QTL-relevant papers from various 
biological databases, such as SoyBase, PubMed, Gramene, 
and Animal QTL db as positive examples and then 
downloaded the negative examples of the same species from 
PubMed (search with keywords “species name”). We then 
manually chose a portion of papers concerning the soybean 
to act as training and testing samples. After we composed the 
training dataset, pre-processing work was necessary to obtain 
the whole word sets and select the features to represent text 
samples. Next, since the classification problem is based on 
imbalanced data, we needed to re-sample the training dataset. 
We trained the SVM model with the training datasets after 
pre-processing to examine the effects of different kernel 
functions and different parameters on the model’s 
performance. We employed 10-fold cross validation methods 
to find a more accurate description regarding the 
performance of the classifier. Finally, a large volume of 
literature was predicted using the SVM model. After 
examining the papers that were predicted as positive and 
comparing them with their estimation by analyzing the 
datasets, we proved that our model filters publications 
containing QTL information, which search engines might 
omit or information not readily recruited in professional QTL 
databases. 

Pre-processing begins by splitting positive samples into 
words waiting to be ranked. Next, we filter the words, 
removing numbers, punctuation marks, and words widely 
accepted as meaningless (called “stopwords”). During this 
step, we employ the StopWords list from 
http://www.ranks.nl/resources/stopwords.html. Afterward, 
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the words left comprise the original bag of words, which are 
all features of the dataset with a number that is usually 
unacceptable for computers to handle. Next, we employed 
the Chi square formula to rank the words in word bags. A 
TF-IDF weighting scheme is then used to represent text 
samples. We performed experiments that showed that the 
number of features selected will influence the performance 
of the classifiers; the first 100 features seem to be the most 
suitable compromise between accuracy and runtime, as seen 
in the experiment. Then we tested the effectiveness of the 
expert opinion on the features after the Chi formula and the 
TF-IDF weighting scheme. We took into consideration the 
phrases in which prior knowledge suggests discernible 
relevance, as seen in the experiment. Abbreviations are taken 
into consideration as well; our scheme is also case sensitive, 
and our experiments confirmed that these two strategies are 
favorable toward improving the classifier’s performance. 
Afterward, the training set is represented in vector form with 
the frequency of every feature in a standard form. Since our 
classification task is based on imbalanced datasets, the 
various classic re-sampling methods are compared to find the 
most suitable method for our dataset and to decide the final 
training dataset. The SVM learning algorithm can be 
employed to automatically learn from the training dataset, 
generate a classifier (the hyperplane), and make predictions 
with testing datasets. After training and testing, both the 
training dataset and testing dataset are used as a training 
dataset to train the model and obtain the classifier to predict 
unknown text samples. 

 

 
Figure 2. Experiment workflow 

C. Feature Selection and Text Representation 

Since the dimensions of the vector space are defined by 
the features of the text, in order to keep the learning times 
and calculations acceptable, the dimensions are reduced to a 
number that can best describe the class. Hence we employed 
the CHI value to filter features according to their relevance 
in the specific class. The TF-IDF weighting scheme is later 
employed to construct the vector according to the feature 
selected. 

We have denoted N as the total number of papers in the 
corpus, A as the number of papers containing term t and 
belonging to class c, B as the number of papers containing 
term t and not belonging to class c, C as the number of 
papers belonging to class c but not containing term t, and D 

as the number of papers that belong neither to class c nor 
contain term t. The Chi value is calculated as follows: 

             (1) 

N is a fixed number and  is also fixed; 
the equation ○4  can be simplified as follows: 

                            (2) 

TF-IDF refers to term frequency – inverse document 
frequency. Since the importance of a specific word is 
positively related to the number of times it appears in a 
document, and is negatively related to the number of times it 
appears in the corpus, TF-IDF exploits these two indexes to 
indicate the word’s relevance to the document. The weight 
for a term i in document j can be represented as follows: 

              (3) 

where  means the number of occurrences of term i in 

document j;  indicates the number of documents 

containing term i;  is the total number of documents. When 

a term appears frequently in a passage, its  will be high; if 
it appears in a certain class while remaining almost 

nonexistent in other classes, then its  will be low, and as a 

consequence, its  will also be high, so the term is 
considered appropriate to identify this class. 

In this paper, we have taken into consideration the 
abbreviations and phrases that appear frequently in 
bioscience literature and have combined them with selected 
features to construct a vector of text samples. When 
compared with normal texts, the literature containing the 
QTL research information contains a large number of 
abbreviations that refer to proper nouns or to specific 
research targets. Researchers may be accustomed to these 
literal regulations and treat them as ordinary. However, a 
computer cannot easily understand these words. 
Additionally, the words that construct these abbreviations 
and phrases possess more information than they would have 
if they had been calculated separately. Therefore we 
proposed a strategy to construct the text samples under 
features constituted by both words and phrases. 

The features are divided into two parts, one chosen by the 
Chi value, the other composed of abbreviations and phrases. 

The abbreviations are identified as follows. Since 
abbreviations typically first appear in their entirety with an 
abbreviation following in parentheses or brackets, we 
collected all brackets with their inner content. We then 
removed that content which were not abbreviations and 
identified the abbreviations and their respective complete 
form; for example, “Linkage Group (LG).” 

The phrases are given by expert opinions. Commonly 
used word combinations with specific meanings were 
collected. Some works may represent ordinary genetic 
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research objectives, such as “SSR marker” or “recombinant 
inbred population,” while others may include verbs usually 
found in other works, like “derived from” or “associated 
with,” or include research methods like “linkage analysis.”  

While we employed phrases to represent the text 
samples, we identified the co-occurrences of words in order 
to calculate the term frequency. For example, to calculate the 
weight of the abbreviation LG under the sample i, the  
is the sum of the term frequency of the abbreviation “LG” 
and the number of co-occurring words, like “linkage” and 
“group.” Word co-occurrence in this context indicates two or 
more specific words that have appeared simultaneously and 
sequentially without any interruption. For these phrases, term 
frequency indicates the number of co-occurrence instances 
for all the words in the phrase. There are other phrases like 
“Glycine max,” which we have merged ”Glycine” and 
“max” with the term frequency “soybean.” 

Lastly, the two sets of features were both employed to 
represent the text samples. Our experiment showed that 
the phrases made an obvious improvement in the 
classifier’s performance. 

D. Re-sampling Methods 

Data re-sampling is one of the strategies employed to 
handle the imbalanced data classification problem. When the 
major class greatly outnumbers the minor class, classifiers 
tend to classify every sample in the major class to achieve 
high accuracy for the whole dataset. Re-sampling methods 
aim to provide a balanced training dataset by selecting 
representative samples from the original training datasets 
using various strategies. The strategies are usually divided 
into two classes: oversampling and under-sampling. 

Under-sampling decreases the number of samples of a 
major class to the same size as a minor class. This process 
forces the classifier to pay equal attention to both the major 
class and the minor class, therefore reducing the influence of 
the imbalanced data problem. Because under-sampling 
methods will significantly reduce the training sample size, 
the cost of calculation would drop significantly and the 
efficiency of constructing classifier would be improved. 
However, the disadvantage of under-sampling is obvious: the 
deletion of samples will result in information loss. More 
specifically, missing samples near the boundary will cause 
the deflection of the optimal classification plane. 

There are many ways to delete samples of a major class; 
random under-sampling is the simplest yet most effective 
method. As the name suggests, random under-sampling 
deletes samples of a major class randomly until the data is 
balanced. Although this method will potentially delete 
valuable samples in the construction of the hyperplane, 
empirically it is one of the most effective sampling strategies. 

Because of the simplicity of random under-sampling, 
there are many other modified under-sampling methods, like 
the NearMiss and Distant methods proposed by Zhang et al. 
The Distant 1 methods choose major class samples whose 
average distance to the 3 nearest minor class samples is the 
smallest distance; Distant 2 chooses major class samples 
whose average distance to the 3 farthest minor class samples 

is the greatest distance; Distant 3 chooses the farthest major 
class samples for each minor class samples. NearMiss 1 
chooses major class samples whose average distance to 3 
nearest minor class samples is smallest; NearMiss 2 chooses 
major class samples whose average distance to the 3 farthest 
minor samples is smallest; NearMiss 3 chooses the n nearest 
major class samples for each minor class sample. The 
Distant methods seek to remove major class samples that are 
similar to minor class samples, therefore achieving a higher 
recall rate by sacrificing accuracy. The NearMiss methods 
work opposite to this. 

On the other hand, over sampling methods reach a 
balanced dataset by increasing the number of minor class 
samples. A lack of information loss is the advantage of over 
sampling. However, an increase of minor class samples, 
usually through replication or synthesizing from other 
samples, creates the problem of over fitting. The huge 
increase in the size of the dataset will place strain on 
computer memory and raise calculation costs. 

Similar to under sampling, there are many ways to 
increase the number of minor class samples. Random over 
sampling is one of the most common methods. It randomly 
duplicates samples from the minor class until the two classes 
are equal. Random over sampling is also very effective 
despite its simplicity. There have been many other over 
sampling methods over the years; the most classic one is 
SMOTE. SMOTE inserts minor samples on the lines of two 
of the more minor class samples, avoiding the problem of 
over fitting and pushing the broad line to the major class and 
yielding a satisfactory outcome. 

In this paper we employed the 9 re-sampling methods 
mentioned above, to explore the strategy most suitable to 
pair with SVM in order to solve our categorization task. 

E. SVM Parameters 

SVM uses vectors representing samples and attempts to 
find a hyperplane to segregate the samples with the 
maximum margins. The hyperplane equation 

is: . represents the data node, which is an 

n dimensional vector. The class is denoted as . On one side 

of the hyperplane  is assigned 1; on the other side y is 
assigned -1. A simple description of the support vector 
machine is shown in Figure 3: 

 

 
Figure 3. SVM model 
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To get the best hyperplane, we defined the object 
function as the maximum geometrical margin, the distance 
between the support vector and the hyperplane: 

  (4) 

This requires the solution of the following optimization 
problem: 

  (5) 

 Here training vectors  have been mapped into 
a higher (n) dimensional space using the function Φ. 

 is the penalty parameter of the error item. 

Furthermore  is called a kernel 
function. 

There are four basic kernel functions in SVM: linear, 
polynomial, radial basis function (RBF) and sigmoid. The 
RBF kernel can handle nonlinear samples that a linear kernel 
is unable to deal with; as such, it is the most often used. A 
linear kernel is a special case of the RBF kernel. However, 
when the dimensions are very high, a linear kernel may be 
the better choice, since it has a simpler prediction function, 
allowing it a faster classification speed. Additionally, 
nonlinear kernels are more likely to have an over fitting 
problem. A polynomial kernel has more hyper parameters 
and the sigmoid is invalid under some parameters, so they 
are less common in classification problems. Our experiments 
examined the different performances of these 4 kernel 
functions and their match degree with different re-sampling 
strategies. 

For the decision of parameters in the kernel function and 
the penalty parameter, we tested three optimization 
algorithms: grid search, the genetic algorithm and particle 
swarm optimization; the outcome has been analyzed in 
Results (see experiment 2). 

LibSVM is an open source library developed by Chih-Jen 
Lin et al, used for SVM classification, regression analysis 
and distribution evaluation. It offers simple and convenient 
access to the SVM mathematical model and computation 
processes by integrating the train and prediction programs, 
various kernel functions, and cross-validation function. 
Consequently, we chose to use libSVM in our experiment. 

F. Evaluation Metrics 

To have a better description regarding the classifier’s 
performance, we employed the 10-fold cross validation 
methods in order to acquire an average evaluation. The 10-
fold cross validation method divides the label-identified 
dataset into 10 parts equally and randomly for both positive 
samples and negative samples. The subsets do not overlap 
with each other. Every time one of the subsets (for both the 
positive samples and the negative ones) was used as a testing 
set, the other 9 subsets were training sets. The average 
performance of the 10 experiments results in the evaluation 
of the SVM’s performance. Finally, the classifier is trained 
by the whole identified dataset to make predictions regarding 
the unidentified texts. 

The basic evaluation metrics of classifiers derived from 
those for information retrieval usually include precision, 
recall, and F-score. According to the classification results, 
we can build a matrix, shown in Table 3. 

TABLE III  CLASSIFICATION RESULTS HYBRID MATRIX 

 Real positive Real negative 
Assigned positive A B 
Assigned negative C D 

 
Evaluation metrics are calculated as follows: 

                                       (6) 

                                            (7) 

                                     (8) 

Where precision indicates the accuracy of the classifier’s 
results and recall exemplifies the classifier’s completeness. 
These two indexes often constrain each other; the increase of 
one index usually comes with the decrease of the other. 
However, since C means that positive text has been falsely 
determined as negative, thus consuming much more energy 
to rectify when compared to B, a higher recall should be 
pursued while maintaining a reasonably high precision value. 
The F-score combines precision and recall comprehensively, 
and serves as an indicator of the discerning capability of a 
classifier; consequently, the higher the F-score, the better the 
classifier. 

V. RESULTS 

Experiment 2.1: Comparison of different kernel 
functions 

 

 
Figure 4. Results of Experiment One: comparison of different kernels 

In the first experiment, four kernels of SVM (linear 
kernel, RBF kernel sigmoid kernel and polynomial kernel) 
were tested under the same training sets (150 positive 
samples from both SoyBase and PubMed containing QTL 
information about soybeans and 150 negative samples from 
PubMed) and test sets (150 positive samples from both 
SoyBase and PubMed and 150 negative samples from 
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PubMed). Figure 1 compares the F-score evaluations for the 
different kernels. The samples were directly downloaded 
from the websites and every sample includes references (to 
which this article has attached a specific QTL), title, authors, 
abstract and PMID. In this experiment the basic feature sets 
were used without any adjustments. 

Linear kernels and polynomial kernels have the highest 
F-score (95.79%) using the first 100 features, and the 
polynomial kernel has the second highest (95.68%) also 
under the first 900 features. The polynomial kernel has what 
is undoubtedly the best performance. While the polynomial 
kernel performs better than other three kernels, because it has 
one more exponential parameter, its processing times are 
much longer than the other kernels, shown in Table 4. 

TABLE IV COMPARISON OF PROCESSING TIME OF DIFFERENT KERNELS 

Polynomial 
kernel 

25982.503546s 
Sigmoid 
kernel 

4437.389048s 

Linear kernel 690.843314s RBF kernel 4200.323346s 

 
The linear kernel seems to perform better under a larger 

scale of features than the RBF kernel and its F-score remains 
at 95% under most circumstances. The RBF kernel, on the 
other hand, outperforms the linear kernel when the number 
of features smaller than 300. However, the RBF kernel is 
more complicated than the linear kernel, and in this 
experiment the default parameters were used without 
optimization. 

Experiment 2.2: comparison of different algorithms to 
optimize parameters 

 

 
 Figure 5. Results of experiment 2.2: Comparison of different 

algorithms to optimize parameters 

To test the performance of the three optimization 
algorithms on the RBF kernel, the version of LibSVM 
provided by Frauto was used and the training sets and test 
sets were the same as in Experiment 2.1. According to our 
results, both the highest and the lowest F-score belong to the 
genetic algorithm, which is 96.10% under 400 features and 
93.20% under 300 features, respectively. However, time 
costs are another important issue to consider. When 
processing the same datasets, the time costs of the three 
algorithms are: grid search: 1800.780168s, particle swarm 
optimization: 25,000.164429s, and genetic algorithm: 
9547.793367s. Therefore, with such a vast difference in 
processing times and the tolerable variance on performance, 

using grid search would be a wiser choice in large-scale text 
categorization. 

Experiment 3: Comparisons of feature adjustments 

 
Figure 6. Results of experiment 3, comparison of feature adjustments 

In this experiment, the training sets and test sets are the 
same as in experiment 2.1 and 2.2, and an RBF kernel and 
grid search algorithm were selected. The original word 
dictionary was first generated by separating the document’s 
positive samples and deleting punctuation, stop words, and 
numerals. Next we adjusted the first 300 features according 
to expert opinion, manually rearranged them and obtained 
the second set of feature dataset1. Finally, considering the 
high occurrence of abbreviations and phrases, we selected 11 
phrases and abbreviations to obtain the third dataset2. 
According to Figure 6, the original dataset acquired the 
highest F-score (91.7989%) under 540 features, and dataset1 
reached the second highest F-score (91.7214%) under 360 
features. While the joining of concerning about abbreviation 
and phrases turned to influence the recall rate negatively, 
since this curve is always below both other two curves 
(original version of words dictionary and dataset1). 

TABLE V EXPERIMENT COMPARISON OF VARIOUS RE-SAMPLING 
STRATEGIES 

RBF kernel accuracy precision recall f-
measure 

Without resampling 96.91% 83.67% 82.00% 82.83% 
Random over-

sampling 
96.91% 81.13% 86.00% 83.50% 

Random under-
sampling 

96.73% 74.24% 98.00% 84.48% 

SMOTE 96.55% 78.18% 86.00% 81.90% 
Distant 1 96.91% 83.67% 82.00% 82.83% 
Distant 2 97.64% 82.46% 94.00% 87.85% 
Distant 3 97.64% 82.46% 94.00% 87.85% 

NearMiss 1 95.64% 68.57% 96.00% 80.00% 
NearMiss 2 97.64% 82.46% 94.00% 87.85% 
NearMiss 3 97.64% 82.46% 94.00% 87.85% 

 
In this experiment we did experiment about the 

resampling methods and kernel functions to find the most 
acceptable deployment. The dataset we used are composed 
by 5000 positive samples and 150 negative samples. Then 
we did 10-fold cross validation to get the average 
performance. From the above table, the advanced 
undersampling methods require the highest accuracy and 
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also the highest f-measure (Distant 2, 3, and NearMiss 2, 3). 
The random undersampling achieves the highest recall rate. 
The results show that the RBF kernel have a better 
performance together with advanced under-sampling method, 
and both Distant 2, 3 and NearMiss 2, 3 have a satisfactory 
results. 

Experiment 5.1: Effectiveness of SVM model on mass 
data from PubMed 

Per our objective, we downloaded all soybean-related 
literature from PubMed, the number of which was 33,498 
articles. We then combined all suitable parameters according 
to our experiment results in order to construct the model. We 
selected the RBF kernel, and grid search optimization 
algorithm to adjust the words dictionary and to make the 
positive and negative number ratio 1. The number of positive 
samples was 210, which is the same as the number of 
negative samples. The positive samples are a combination of 
literature downloaded from SoyBase and PubMed, and was 
manually rectified as positive. Lastly, we obtained 210 
pieces of paper identified as positive by our classifier. After 
manual rectification, the real positive publications containing 
studies about soybean QTL information was 180. The 
accuracy of the outcome may prove unsatisfactory; however, 
we still had 51 more papers (almost 30%) than simply 
selecting from PubMed, which means our model is obviously 
effective. 

Experiment 5.2: Adaptability of SVM model between 
different species (plant) 

 

 
Figure 7. Results of experiment 5.2: adaptability of SVM model between 

different species (plant) 

During this experiment, we wondered if our classifier had 
general applicability, so we used literature from Gramene to 
perform a cross test. The general idea of this experiment was 
to a dataset for a special kind of soybean species to train a 
classifier, after which we used two literature datasets to test 
the classifier. One dataset was comprised of solely soybean-
related publications, while the other from Gramene 
contained 8 other different species, and vice versa. The 
soybean datasets were composed of positive samples from 
SoyBase and PubMed and negative samples from PubMed 
that had been retrieved during searches for “soybean + oil.” 
The negative samples from the Gramene datasets were 
searched from PubMed according to each species. The 
outcome indicates that the classifier has a fairly high F-score 
when the Gramene dataset made up the test sets. Experiment 

5.3: Adaptability of SVM model between different species 
(animal) 

 

 
Figure 8. Results of experiment 5.3: Adaptability of SVM model between 

different species (animal) 

In this experiment, the 80 positive samples and 80 
negative samples from SoyBase and PubMed were used to 
train the SVM model. We did not employ any feature 
adjustment strategies. The test sets of the soybean sets were 
comprised of 50 positive samples and 50 negative samples 
from PubMed, and the animal sets were composed using 
AnimalQTL and PubMed. The positive samples of animal 
test sets contained literature research on ten papers each on 
five species of animals: pig, sheep, cattle, rainbow trout, and 
chicken. The negative samples of the animal tests contained 
ten papers for each species as well. The F-scores of the 
soybean sets were far better than those for the animal sets, 
which indicate that the classifier was inclined toward specific 
species with the same training data and the QTL information, 
even though the QTL information contained between plants 
and animals, or their research emphasis, may be different. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

The first two experiments were aimed at finding the 
influence of a classifier’s performance within different 
parameters of SVM. In the bio-information field, SVM are 
always used under default parameters or use the most 
common recommendations. In actuality, there are plenty 
choices, such as a polynomial kernel together with a genetic 
algorithm to optimize the parameters. We went through the 
common existing kernels and optimization algorithms and 
analyzed their advantages and drawbacks according to their 
performance. 

We also discussed the feature selection strategy and 
found a way to effectively improve the outcome: adding 
abbreviations and phrases. The reason this improvement is 
not significantly obvious may be because we employed only 
11 terms.  

Based on all experiments, we also tested the influence of 
increases in feature numbers on performance. Under most 
circumstances, The F-score clearly fluctuates within the first 
500 features and reaches its best score in the anterior half. 
Although the F-score can eventually almost reach its best 
level when the features number increases to 800, after that 
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the performance maintains without changing. Therefore, 
better feature numbers must remain lower than 500. 

Difficult case: Formatting and unregulated writing habits 
in bioscience literature. Because we downloaded all 
publication abstracts from the Internet, the wording is 
sometimes slightly different; for example, two words that 
were supposed to have been separated by a space are united, 
or a single word has been intersected by an extra space. This 
can hardly be avoided and has a clear influence on the 
analysis. We tried to tackle this problem by checking the first 
bag of words to remove the fragment of a single word and 
split up instances with two united words, and then used the 
second edition of bag of words. The second problem is the 
differing research regulations that various countries or 
universities employ. As such, we may find two words or 
abbreviations representing the same meaning: for example 
I.L and IL. We did not make any changes regarding this 
problem because we do not truly understand the reason why 
researchers use these phrases; however, we believe the use of 
uniform terminology and writing habits will positively 
influence the data analysis in bio-curation. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we presented a system that automatically 
categorizes documents from mass unrelated publications on 
the same species according to the titles and abstracts 
downloaded from digital databases. The parameters of SVM 
were compared, and different adjustments regarding feature 
selection strategies were introduced and tested. We also 
discussed the problem of imbalanced datasets in bioscience. 
Additionally, we tested models across different species and 
databases; the models we employed were practical and 
extensible to other datasets. 

Through this method, we hope researchers can precisely 
locate their interested literature in a short time. We also 
confirmed that this plot is irrelevant to organisms associated 

with QTL information, and thus can be employed in various 
circumstances.  
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